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The Brazilian music emphatically rises again at the end of the video to conclude the video and presentation
with a bang. The constant association of witches and negativity is the reason why. The office hours notes are
meant to reflect the help the Dr. Overall, this version paints a more vivid image as in the way that Cinderella
sings to the birds and calls upon them for help. In the video storyboard, I wrote "Another tale from Silvio
Romero's collection is called 'The Lazy Man,' and there is a motif of sacrifice, which appears in many
Brazilian folktales. We have been able to become literate digitally through the constant use of computers and
learning new ways of using them every time. My third draft finally gets into more detail and connecting my
ideas with Cinderella specifically. In this group project, I was basically the director who assigned everyone
their parts and made sure everything was done on time. The video is made to illustrate how Brazils historical
context and cultural context shaped Brazilian folktales to grow out of the particular rhetorical situation in
which they were created. Now that my knowledge and practice of rhetoric and analysis has become more
effective, my concluding work began to look more like this. We learned that the tales go by and grow out of
history and society, and since there have been drastic changes in both over hundreds of years, the fairy tales
are bound to change. Taking writing 37, a lower division writing course taught by Dr. Although the Grimm
Brothers speak of this idea in a subtle way, exposing children to this passivity only strengthens the abundancy
of such mentality. Some may be born with the skill and others may develop it over time, regardless, practicing
to write effectively is the most essential to success as a writer. For instance her passivity contributes to the
creation of the ideology of femininity. Writing blogs in our website, creating an Intro to me presentation, and
working on grammar through connect, are all assignments we completed through the internet to understand
how to not just do everything by hand, as we were once accustomed to. Although the workload is high, the
benefits that I have gained outweigh the work I had to overcome. Before taking this class, I had little
knowledge on fairy tales and what they were all about, I just knew they were tales that were passed down from
generations ahead. In the Writing 37 class I am taking, taught by Professor Haas, the Rhetoric in Practice
project I worked on helped me gain rhetorical knowledge. We also familiarized ourselves with creating a
website and writing essays more than ever. Through complementary application of such details, this version
would be more attractive for younger generations because of its light-heartedness and details that conceal the
more serious aspects of the tale and only portrays its innocence towards children. And finally the outline is
meant to reflect quick and short brainstorming ideas that helped make my points and thought sharper and
clearer. For instance, we can extract the idea that one must strive to survive as an individual against the
hindrances that life throws our way. Draft 2 vs. And finally my fourth draft displays a great jump in
development since at this point I had received my peer review commentary which made me realize my lack of
rhetorical analysis, so i took the idea of human circumstances and developed it into an idea of sexism that
pertained to Cinderella. Same feeling are unveiled by Ivan when the frog is tasked by the king. In after Brazil's
independence, Elsie Spicer Eells published a collection of Brazilian folk tales which focused on a much lighter
topic than racism and oppression: animals. They neither adapt to the time period, nor do they change to fit the
context. What I am most proud of in this course, is being able to write with ease and not being afraid of public
speaking, as I was before.


